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These five fly guys are part of today's hottest band!

Hailing from Southern California, Sugar Ray-including hunky frontman Mark McGrath, guitarist Rodney
Sheppard, bassist Murphy Karges, DJ Craig Bullock and drummer Stan Frazier-shot to the top of the charts
with their sophomore album, Floored featuring their irresistibly upbeat single Fly. Today they're one of the
hottest bands around, producing hit after hit and charming audiences with their cover-boy good-looks and
infectious sense of fun. Find out what goes on off the record and behind the scenes, as author Anna Louise
Golden reveals all the awesome answers and fabulous facts about your favorite band!

WITH EIGHT PAGES OF FLY PHOTOS!

FUN FACTS ABOUT SUGAR RAY...

* Mark sports a tattoo of the Cadillac logo on his right butt cheek
* Rodney played Chaka on "Land of the Lost" for six episodes
* Murphy was studying to be an orthodontist before joining the band
* In his spare time, Stan likes to cook
* Mark has the hots for Winona Ryder
* Before they were Sugar Ray, the band called themselves the Shrinky Dinx
* Mark's favorite sports are basketball and hockey
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From reader reviews:

Bradley Simpson:

Book is to be different for each grade. Book for children until adult are different content. As you may know
that book is very important normally. The book Sugar Ray seemed to be making you to know about other
knowledge and of course you can take more information. It is extremely advantages for you. The guide
Sugar Ray is not only giving you a lot more new information but also for being your friend when you
experience bored. You can spend your personal spend time to read your publication. Try to make
relationship while using book Sugar Ray. You never truly feel lose out for everything in case you read some
books.

Richard Williams:

Do you one among people who can't read gratifying if the sentence chained inside the straightway, hold on
guys this kind of aren't like that. This Sugar Ray book is readable by means of you who hate those straight
word style. You will find the details here are arrange for enjoyable examining experience without leaving
even decrease the knowledge that want to deliver to you. The writer associated with Sugar Ray content
conveys thinking easily to understand by most people. The printed and e-book are not different in the articles
but it just different available as it. So , do you still thinking Sugar Ray is not loveable to be your top
collection reading book?

Christopher Riley:

Sugar Ray can be one of your nice books that are good idea. We all recommend that straight away because
this reserve has good vocabulary that could increase your knowledge in vocabulary, easy to understand, bit
entertaining however delivering the information. The writer giving his/her effort to set every word into
satisfaction arrangement in writing Sugar Ray however doesn't forget the main stage, giving the reader the
hottest as well as based confirm resource info that maybe you can be certainly one of it. This great
information could drawn you into new stage of crucial imagining.

Paul Simpson:

As we know that book is essential thing to add our understanding for everything. By a e-book we can know
everything we really wish for. A book is a set of written, printed, illustrated as well as blank sheet. Every
year seemed to be exactly added. This book Sugar Ray was filled in relation to science. Spend your extra
time to add your knowledge about your technology competence. Some people has distinct feel when they
reading the book. If you know how big selling point of a book, you can experience enjoy to read a
publication. In the modern era like today, many ways to get book that you wanted.
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